Suggested Billing for M-finger Partial Hand Systems

Partial hand using custom silicone and 1-4 Fingers:

L6000 - Partial Hand, thumb remaining, Robins aid or equal
L6680 - Test socket, this could be for the Durplex frame if used
L6687 - Frame type socket
L7400 - Ultra-light material
L7403 - Acrylic material
L6696 - for the silicone diagnostic socket
L6695 - Silicone socket for definitive with L7499 to offset some of the cost - price determined by office
L7499 - for additional zippers, anchors, etc.
L6641(X2) - Pulley, qty 2
L6660 - Heavy duty cable (Spectra)
L6665 - Teflon
L7499 - Articulating fingers - price to be determined by office
L7499 - Mounting plate - price to be determined by office

Partial hand using custom silicone and 4-Fingers and thumb:

L6000 - Partial Hand, thumb remaining, Robins aid or equal
L6680 - Test socket, this could be for the Durplex frame if used
L6687 - Frame type socket
L7400 - Ultra-light material
L7403 - Acrylic material
L6696 - for the silicone diagnostic socket
L6695 - Silicone socket for definitive with L7499 to offset some of the cost - price determined by office
L7499 - for additional zippers, anchors, etc.
L6641(X2) - Pulley, qty 2
L6660 - Heavy duty cable (Spectra)
L6665 - Teflon
L7499 - Articulating fingers - price to be determined by office
L7499 - Thumb - price to be determined by office
L7499 - Mounting plate - price to be determined by office

Suggested coding based on our assessment of appropriate L-codes and our best approximation of functionally equivalent components. Neither AOPA nor its Coding Subcommittee recommend or endorse products/devices of any manufacturer. The coding opinion expressed is based upon information submitted for review by the manufacturer and the clinical experience of the members of AOPA's Coding Subcommittee. Regardless of the source of coding information, the final responsibility for correct coding within all established laws, rules, standards, and practices is the sole responsibility of the facility submitting the claim. LTI, AOPA and its Coding Subcommittee accept no responsibility for, and will not be liable for, any actions relating to this coding information. The L-codes provided are essentially “suggestions” and you as a practitioner must decide which L-codes to use.
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